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RCC launches mobile website

Rogue Community College has developed a mobile website enabling users to access information about the college from any handheld device with Internet access.

The mobile site's initial offerings include the RCC schedule of classes, a list of programs, a social media channel, news and the events calendar. It also includes maps, parking information, the college telephone directory and a search function. In addition, the site can display emergency notifications and other important information.

Developed by RCC's Internet and Programming Services Department, the website allows smartphone users with Internet access to browse the site by accessing m.roguecc.edu or www.roguecc.edu/mobile.

“We believe it’s a great tool for students, faculty and staff to stay in touch with the college while on the go,” said Susie Ashbridge, director of Internet and Telecommunication Services. “RCC will continue to develop and improve the site content.”

Users need a Web-enabled phone or device (such as an iPhone or iPad, Android, BlackBerry, Windows Mobile, Amazon Kindle, PDA, Smartphone, or Nintendo DSi) and a data plan from their wireless carrier or a Wi-Fi connection (available on all RCC campuses).

The mobile site also includes a user survey to elicit questions and suggestions for new mobile content. “We value your feedback,” Ashbridge said.

For more information contact Ashbridge at 541-956-7239 or Susie@roguecc.edu.
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Twitter cue: RCC website goes mobile at m.roguecc.edu
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